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› Quick assembly

› Walls can be assembled in the desired 
order for bulky products or in confined 
spaces

› No nails or staples

› High stacking strength

› Compliance with ISPM-15 FAO phyto-
sanitary regulations

› Customisation with logos, graphics, 
handles, locking system of tabs and 
slots, and dividers
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The E-six plywood crate is suitable for transporting all kinds of products 
by sea, air and land. It has six individual walls that can be assembled 
in any required order. In this way, the crate can be mounted in several 
ways, even around its content: this is especially handy in the case of 
very bulky and large products or in confined spaces.

E-six is sturdy due to the quality of its materials and its plywood walls, 
which allow for a high degree of resistance to different load tensions 
during transport. The profiles are fitted with slots that interlock with the 
locking system of tabs and slots attached to the crate sides, which makes 
assembly and fixing much easier. 

Custom made and can be assembled in 
several ways

E-six ensures a high level of protection in all transport, storage and 
warehouse operations. E-six can also be customised with company 
logos and international symbols, which makes it possible to immediately 
identify the product and serves as an effective advertising media, creating 
a high-quality initial presentation for your product.  

Sizes and loads

For different overall dimensions
E-six is a versatile crate, which solves several assembly problems: the 6 single sides (2 short crate sides, 
2 crate sides, the pallet and the lid) can be assembled ‘around’ the goods it contains, even by a single 
operator. It is sturdy due to the thickness and the kind of plywood and suitable to pack bulky and heavy 
goods in an extremely simple way. The disassembly phase is equally simple. 

E-six: simple and safe
Thanks to its features and simple design, the E-six meets the requirements of occupational safety 
regulations by allowing crates to be opened and closed in any working environment, with no need to 
install nailing systems and without limiting the use of this type of packaging, making it cost-effective 
and practical. 

E-six is affordable
The quick assembly system, with no need for nails, rivet guns and staples, helps to reduce overall 
purchasing costs as well as operating costs. The materials are lighter in weight than conventional 
products, which allows for substantial savings in shipping costs, along with the option of disposing of 
them in a more eco-friendly way.
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